As examples of thin sets which do not contain arbitrarily large parallelepipeds include A(p) sets [9] , Theorem A extends Pigno's results in [15] to the effect that the union of a Rajchman set and a Sidon set is a Rajchman set, as is the union of Z~ and certain A(p) sets. Theorem B extends a result of Fournier and Pigno [5] that the union of Z + and a set not containing arbitrarily large parallelepipeds is a set of continuity, as Z + is a proportional set of continuity.
. . , TV so that E = U {x h i/\} [5] . (The multiplication indicated here is the group operation.)
The classical result of Rajchman [16] to the effect that Z + and Z~ are Rajchman sets inspired the first definition. Subsequently, de Leeuw and Katznelson [2] proved that Z + and Z~ are sets of continuity. Clearly any set of continuity is a Rajchman set, but the converse is not true [5] . As Z + U IT is neither a Rajchman set nor a set of continuity it is natural to ask under what conditions the union of two Rajchman sets (sets of continuity) is another Rajchman set (set of continuity). In Section 1 we establish the following results. THEOREM 
A. The union of a Rajchman set with a set which does not contain parallelepipeds of arbitrarily large dimension is again a Rajchman set.

THEOREM B. The union of a proportional set of continuity or a strong set of continuity with a set not containing parallelepipeds of arbitrarily large dimension is a set of continuity.
(See Section 1 for definitions.)
As examples of thin sets which do not contain arbitrarily large parallelepipeds include A(p) sets [9] , Theorem A extends Pigno's results in [15] to the effect that the union of a Rajchman set and a Sidon set is a Rajchman set, as is the union of Z~ and certain A(p) sets. Theorem B extends a result of Fournier and Pigno [5] that the union of Z + and a set not containing arbitrarily large parallelepipeds is a set of continuity, as Z + is a proportional set of continuity.
In Section 2 we show that the absence of parallelepipeds of arbitrarily large dimension does not characterize A(p) sets for p > 2. This extends a similar result in [9] which requires p > 8/3.
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A set {0,} ;& i s F is called a dissociate set if for each positive integer N, the relation II 0/' = 1 with Ej = 0, ±1, ±2 implies dp = 1 for all j = 1, . . . , N. (6) for any aeT and infinite dissociate set Theorem II suggests ways one could modify the notion of a set of continuity. Call E a strong set of continuity if there exists a positive integer n so that E does not contain aQ({d lt ..., 6 n }) for any aeT and dissociate set {0,-}" =1 . Call E a proportional set of continuity if there is a constant C < 1 (called the proportionality constant) and a positive integer n 0 such that for a e F, an infinite dissociate set {0 ; }y^i and n 3= n o , u ..., e N })\ * a (Here |-| denotes cardinality.)
Obviously sets which do not contain parallelepipeds of arbitrarily large dimension are strong sets of continuity. We will show, and use the fact later, that they are also proportional sets of continuity.
It is unknown if there are sets of continuity which are not proportional sets of continuity.
To facilitate the presentation we will assume that the dissociate sets contain no elements of order 2. Our theorems remain true without this assumption. The technical details with respect to removing this assumption are given at the end of Section 1. Before proceeding to the proofs of these results we establish a preliminary proposition. REMARK. Related results may be found in [13, Ch. 6] .
Proof. This result is stated in [9, Corollary 2.6], but the proof given there only shows that there are constants C^n) and 0 < £i(«)< 1 so that 
, we obtain the conclusion of the proposition by using (1) 
To prove (2) we use the method of proof of [14, Theorem 1] and proceed inductively on n. Since E contains no parallelepipeds of dimension n if and only if Ea~l contains no parallelepipeds of dimension n we may assume without loss of generality that a = 1. Combining these facts we see that \E X \ == 3(4N + l) dn , so if we let C(2) = 3 and e(2) = \ log 2N+1 (4N + 1) < 1 we obtain \E X \ =£ C(2)(2N + l) dE (2) . Now assume inductively that \EClA m {N, X u -. . , Xd)\ ^ C(n)(2N + 1 ) " '^^-if E is any set which contains no parallelepipeds of dimension n, n & 2.
Let £ be a set which contains no parellelepipeds of dimension n + 1. For / the least integer satisfying Let n x be a maximal collection of two element sets Pi = {Xh V/} w i t h Xi, ^,e^i» XMT* = fi\ a n d satisfying ^n /^ is empty if i ^j. Inductively construct n t a maximal collection of two element sets {x, ty} with i = i and satisfying the disjointness condition.
If n, = {{Xi, Vi} : ' zJi} then {Xi}i e j, cannot contain any parallelepipeds of dimension n, for otherwise {#,, t/>,-: i e /,} c £ would contain a parallelepiped of dimension n + 1. By the induction assumption Observe that if x e r is chosen so that
contains all the elements of #/ ; n E except for possibly one point. Since
it follows that
\EnA»(N,Xu-..,Xd)\^2C(n)(2N +
The choice of j (even in the case ; = 0) ensures that
\EnA a (N,Xu---,Xd)\^4C(n)(2N
Setting e(n + 1) = (2 + e(n))/3 < 1 and C(n + 1) = 4C(/i) we complete the induction step.
• Proof of Theorem A. Suppose E x contains no parallelepipeds of dimension n and EzsEi is not a Rajchman set. We will show that E\E l cannot be a Rajchman set. By Host and Parreau's characterization of Rajchman sets (Theorem I) we may asume (without loss of generality) that E contains Q(d) for some infinite dissociate set Observe that Q({d u ..., d k }) = AJl, 6 U .. . , 6 k ), thus by Proposition 1.1 there are constants C(n) and 0 < e(n) < 1 so that ...,fl fc })|sC(n)3*«W.
In particular, if s (0) (1) Given 0 < p <°° we say £ c r is a A(p) set if for some 0<r<p there exists a constant C such that ||/|| p < C ||/|| r whenever supp/ is a finite subset of E.
(2) Given 1 < p < 2 call E a p-Sidon set if there is a constant C so that ||/|| p < C ||/||. whenever supp/is a finite subset of E. A 1-Sidon set is usually called a Sidon set. Proof. The arguments are very similar to those of Theorem A. We suppose £ , contains no parallelepipeds of dimension n and E ZD E\ is not a strong set of continuity. REMARK. For Theorems A and 1.3 it is not difficult to handle the case when there are elements of order 2. Consider the situation in Theorem A. Suppose E 3 Q(0) for some infinite dissociate set 6. Let 6 = 6 X U 6 Z where 6^ consists of those elements of 6 which are of order 2 and 6 2 consists of those which are not of order 2. At least one of 6^ or 8 2 is an infinite set. If 8 2 is an infinite set then since E => Q(d 2 ) , from the non-order 2 version of Theorem A we conclude that E\E X is not a Rajchman set, which is a contradiction.
If 0j is an infinite set we first use arguments similar to those used in Proposition 1.1 to prove PROPOSITION we may without loss of generality assume J(N) is even. We will use the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 1.5. We will write J(N) for J(N)/2 as it arises frequently. Observe that
where the union is over fc>0 with n -L(N)<k^min(n, J(N)) (let M o = {1}). Since we are interested in the behaviour as N-K*> we may assume k<n^J(N).
As in Lemma 1.5
M n _ k is a union of ( 1 parallelepipeds P a of dimension n-k. we have where E' denotes the sum over those k such that
Furthermore,
!«•«• W)I-?'(T)(^)B
y combining (4), (5), (6) and the fact that [7, 4.5-4.8] ) are used to show that for every p > 8/3 there is a set E(p) c Z which does not contain parallelepipeds of arbitrarily large dimension and yet is not a A(p) set. We use similar methods here to extend this result to any p>2. Actually, the sets which we will construct have an even stronger arithmetic property. It is well known that Sidon sets cannot contain arbitrarily large squares [13, Theorem 1.4] . A consequence of the work of Blei [1] is that for each 1 £/? < 2 there are sets which do not contain arbitrarily large squares and yet are not p-Sidon. The random construction we give below yields this fact as well. Proof. Let 0 < a< 1 and let {£ n }Z=2 be a sequence of independent random variables such that P(£ n = l)=p n = l/n a and P(£ n = 0) = 1 -/?". Let {v*} denote the values of n (in increasing order) with ff n = 1. Thus p n is the probability that n is contained in {v k }.
Choose an integer N>2/a. where a = 2p/(3p -2). Thus E(a) is never p-Sidon for any 0 < a < 1 and 1 ^p < 2.
• Appendix. Completion of the proof of Corollary 1.6 when the dissociate set may contain elements of order 2. We continue using the notation described in the earlier outline of the proof.
Choose r > 1 so that 1/r + e < 1. Equation ( As e + (1/r) < 1 this can be made less than 6 provided m is chosen sufficiently large.
